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COVID

Opportunity for funding and 
support from Extension Foundation 
in late 2021

Conversations with target audience 
revealed a need for resources and 
materials

Further conversations expanded 
mission to include topical resources 
and engagement

Why build a 
website?



NTAE Grant
Designed for projects in the early stages of development to 
shape and accelerate project implementation. 

Unique fellowship opportunity

Used for stipends to advisory team of SWCD, WD, and non-
profit collaborators.

Grant award of $10,000

One year of support from Extension Foundation "Catalysts" 
and "Key Informants" across the country in areas of leadership, 
communications, marketing, digital engagement, evaluation, 
and partnership development. 

Team-oriented approach

New Technologies for Ag Extension
Extension Foundation and NIFA



WEP Hub vision
Build a one-stop-shop of materials and resources for local water resource 
entities that support them in building successful, sustainable, and 
measurable programs for education, outreach, and engagement, with an 
initial focus on agricultural and rural watersheds.

Online resource hub hosted 
through Extension, free and 
accessible to all regardless of 
affiliation.

Accessibility

Individual resources available 
without having to complete a 
course or wade through a PDF. 

Convenience

Resources can be updated or 
added at any time based on 
stakeholder needs and feedback.

Adaptable



o Useful!
o Easy to navigate
o Visually appealing
o Nexus for engagement

Priorities

What will the 
WEP Hub
look like? o Clearinghouse for topical materials to use 

with a variety of audiences 
o Resources to build internal program capacity

and stability (peer-to-peer learning, plan 
templates, evaluation resources…)

Framework



Who is the WEP Hub for?
Soil Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs) 

Watershed Districts (WDs)

Anyone involved in watershed planning, 
management, or outreach, possibly you!

Board of Water and Soil Resources (BWSR)

New partnerships on the way

MPCA photo

Watershed Management Organizations (WMOs)

Nonprofits



1:1 
Conversations

23 individuals

"All-stars" in the 
outreach and 
education sector or 
administrative 
officials 

Audience Assessment 

3 meetings of our 
advisory team 

11 and 6 attendees 
respectivly 

2 formal focus 
groups

Focus Groups

Ability to upload 
files or links

40 questions

Qualtrics Survey

38 particpants 

Needs 
Assessment Virtual Chat

15 particpants 

Other Extension 
and outreach 
professionals in 
natural resources 

Extension 
Foundation hosts



Needs 
Assessment 
Data

79% of respondents said that a WEP Hub-type 
clearinghouse with resources in one location 
would somewhat or definitely improve their 
organization’s outreach and education 
programming.

57% indicated that an overall lack of topical 
materials and templates strongly or moderately 
impacts their ability to conduct outreach, 
engagement, and educational activities.

Lack of knowledge related to social science 
strongly or moderately impacts outreach and 
educational programming among 71% of 
respondents.



Discovering the categories 





Gathering Resources



Holy cats, this was way harder 
than we thought it would be! 

Here are some things we've 
learned along the way.

Website 
development



Selecting a platform

Google Sites? WordPress? Drupal Lite!
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Challenges Opportunities

Guidance has been confusing.

Target audience needs can conflict with 
digital accessibility requirements.

Many not aware of importance of 
accessibility; opportunity for engagement.

We will create accessible materials and 
templates for their use.

Digital 
Accessibility



Ownership
Only "host" U of MN created or 
co-created materials

Other authors are limited in 
ability to give permission

Creative alternatives to meet 
stated needs



ContentStructure

Which comes first?



Finding examples
Models for design and function



First 
draft 
of site 
layout

1

2
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Content and collaboration
Google Drive is our friend... and so is our website developer!



Sneak peek: Topical subpage 
and content page



Moving forward

Expanding engagement

Collaboration with Environmental 
Initiative and others

Evaluation

Web analytics, material review and 
piloting, follow-up surveys

Sustainability plan

We'll get there.

In addition to ongoing web development and resource collection, curation, and creation:



Questions for 
us?

sawye177@umn.edu 

annenel@umn.edu

Questions for 
you!

Share your email on the 
sign-up sheet in the back

Resources to share or hightlight?

Ideas for engagement around 
Hub?

Similar or complementary 
initiatives?


